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Our SiteOur Site
What is it about, and what technologies did we use
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What is the site about?What is the site about?

▰ Animaux is a dog shelter, located in 
Alton Darby Creek Rd Hilliard, Ohio.

▰ It is a home for homeless dogs and 
cats.

▰ Adoptions, donations can be done by 
using the “Contact Us” page.
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TechnologiesTechnologies

▰ The main technology we used is the 
Vue.js framework.

▰ The main reason why we used this 
framework is, that Vue can easily 
make dynamic “websites” – single 
page applications
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Page layout: Page layout: 
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Header with menu

Footer

Dynamically loaded 
content of the page



Two main componentsTwo main components
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Logo
Navigation buttons

Navigation buttons Copyright and a 
cute dog on top Logo



Vue.js usageVue.js usage
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Menu (the same for every page, 
doesn’t load every time you go on 
to another page)

Same as 
header

Dynamically loaded content of the page using Vue.js and <router-
view>. By using that, the page only loads the components that are 
repeating itself only once and just dynamically loads the rest



Our GoalsOur Goals
What do we expect to achieve: shelterwise and 
skillswise.
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Goals - ShelterGoals - Shelter

▰ We want to provide a good, 
comfortable shelter for animals, 
especially dogs and cats.

▰ We want to make the process of 
adoption much easier by contacting 
us instantly and showing all the 
animals on site9



Goals - SkillsGoals - Skills

▰ Improving our overall HTML and 
CSS skills.

▰ Improving and learning JavaScript
▰ And most important one – Learning 

and practicing the usage of Vue.js
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Thanks for 

listening, and we 

hope you’re going 

to enjoy our 

website!

Thanks for 

listening, and we 

hope you’re going 

to enjoy our 

website!
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